Course objectives
Upon completion of this course you will be able to:
- Set up a finite element-based flexible rail track in Simpack
- Prepare FE models for import
- Perform Craig-Bampton reduction
- Import reduced FE models into Simpack
- Select the appropriate FE modeling method
- Model nonlinear rail pads and ballast defects

Target Audience
Simpack Rail users interested in advanced train/track interaction
Engineers involved in dynamic behavior of tracks, bridges, switches and crossings

Prerequisites
Introduction to Simpack training course successfully completed
Simpack Rail training course successfully completed
Optional: Simpack Flexible Bodies training course

About this Course
1 day
Day 1

- Lesson 1: Simpack FlexTrack Overview
- Lesson 2: Preparing the FE Model
  - Workshop 1: Linear Flexible Rail
- Lesson 3: Flexible Track Setup in Simpack
  - Workshop 2: Your First FlexTrack Model
  - Workshop 3: FlexTrack with Track Irregularities (Optional)
- Lesson 4: Advanced Track Elements
  - Workshop 4: Advanced Track Elements

Optional Content:

- Lesson 5: FlexTrack Workflow Variants
SIMULIA is the Dassault Systèmes brand for realistic simulation solutions.

Advanced simulation portfolio covering simulation disciplines such as structural mechanics, computational fluid dynamics and electromagnetic field simulation, for a true multiphysics simulation approach.
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SIMULIA COMMUNITY
BECOME PART OF A GLOBAL USER COMMUNITY FOCUSED ON ADVANCING THE USE OF SIMULIA SIMULATION SOLUTIONS IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Join us

Interested in the latest in simulation? Looking for advice and best practices? Want to discuss simulation with fellow users and consult industries experts?

The SIMULIA Community is the place to be.

Simply log in with your 3DS Passport username and password. If you use DS-Citizen Care for technical support, you can use these same credentials to access the community.

If you do not already have a 3DS Passport, you can register now. An account is free and access is granted.

Join the conversation

Participate in discussions with other members of the SIMULIA Community. Take through your own simulation questions with peers, SIMULIA experts, and SIMULIA champions. Ask your first topic today. Invite others for SIMULIA software and expertise. Be a thought leader. The SIMULIA Community is home to both SIMULIA product users across the needs, and to SIMULIA experts and matter experts.

Stay up to date on the latest news

Industry trends change rapidly, and SIMULIA is always developing its products to stay ahead. Follow the SIMULIA Community to be informed of new product releases and updates to the Knowledge Base, and to subscribe to articles and blogs about the latest industry trends.

Browse e-learning resources

The SIMULIA Community brings together learning materials covering numerous applications for SIMULIA products. View a whitepaper on the benefits of simulation in your work, discuss tips and tricks for using SIMULIA software efficiently, or watch a demonstration of how to use simulation to achieve your goals.
SIMULIA TRAINING
PROVIDING TRAINING SERVICES TO ENABLE OUR CUSTOMERS TO BE MORE PRODUCTIVE AND COMPETITIVE

Simulation Training
SIMULIA and its education partners offer regularly scheduled public seminars as well as training courses at customer sites. A wide range of courses are available, ranging from basic introductions to advanced courses that cover specific analysis topics and applications. The same courseware, and other content, is available for self-paced eLearning. On-site courses can be customized to focus on topics of particular interest to the customer, based on the customer's prior specification. To view the worldwide course schedule, register for a course, or to learn more about our eLearning options, visit the links below:

SIMULIA DIRECT TRAINING
Instructor-lead training of off-the-shelf materials and customized content based on your needs.

MENTORING
Mentoring consists of short-term engagements to accelerate the efficiency and effectiveness of your processes.

EDUCATION PARTNER TRAINING
SIMULIA has a large eco-system of education partners with certified instructors who also provide support.

SIMULIA ELEARNING RESOURCES
SIMULIA provides extensive eLearning solutions, published on various platforms, to enable...
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Lesson content:

- What is Simpack FlexTrack?
- Simpack FlexTrack Applications
- Possibilities and Limitations
- Building Blocks
- Modeling Variant 1 – FE Beam Model Assemblies
- Modeling Variant 2 – Generic FE Model Assemblies
- Modeling Variant 3 – Complete FE Model
Lesson content:

- Basics of Craig-Bampton Substructuring/Reduction
- Substructuring/Reduction with Abaqus
- Substructuring/Reduction with ANSYS
- Coupling Elements
- A Typical Sleeper FE Model
- A Typical Rail FE Model
- Reduction of the Sleeper and Rail with Abaqus
- Reduction of the Sleeper and Rail with ANSYS
- Typical FE Substructuring Issues
- Workshop 1: Linear Flexible Rail
Workshop 1: Linear Flexible Rail

Aims:

1. Familiarize yourself with a basic FE rail model
2. Create a .fbi file and load it in Simpack as a Simpack Linear Flexible body
3. Create Markers at retained nodes
4. Visualize the eigenmodes
Lesson content:

- The Nonlinear Flextrack Body Type
- The Nonlinear Flextrack Configuration (.ftr) File
- Must-Haves in the .ftr File
- Making the .ftr File Available to a Simpack Model
- Setup of the Nonlinear Flextrack Body and Joint
- Connecting a Nonlinear Flextrack Body to the Rail-Wheel Modeling Elements
- Workshop 2: Nonlinear Flextrack
- Workshop 3: Nonlinear Flextrack with Track Irregularities

60 minutes
Aims:

1. Set up a FlexTrack database
2. Create an .ftr file
3. Set up a Nonlinear Flextrack Body
4. Understand the Flextrack debug information
5. Connect the flexible track to a wheelset
6. Verify the track eigenmodes
7. Postprocess Flextrack results
Aims:

1. Create and apply track irregularities from a measured signal
2. Modify the .ftr file to reduce model loading time
Lesson content:

- Nonlinear Force Elements in the Nonlinear Flextrack Body Definition
- Limitations
- Usage in the .ftr file
- Example of Nonlinear Force Elements in the .ftr File
- Workshop 4: Advanced FlexTrack Elements
Aims:

1. Create a model using a flexible track section with nonlinear spring and damper elements
2. Define nonlinear spring and damper elements
3. Model clearances between the substructures of a Nonlinear Flextrack Body
4. Integrate hyper elastic material definitions into a Nonlinear Flextrack Body
5. Verify the nonlinear track behavior in the Simpack postprocessor
Lesson 5: FlexTrack Workflow Variants

Lesson content:

- Modeling Variants of FlexTrack
  - Variant 1 and 2 of flexible Rail Track Modeling
  - Variant 3 for complex rail track structure

This lesson is optional